LA BOÎTE, NUEVO CD DE LOS GLOSTERS
Counting, result that LOS GLOSTERS have 10 years making happy to all their fans with their pop ye-ye that reminds
the sound of old spanish pop bands of the 60’s like Los Huracanes, Los Brincos, Los Gritos or from outside as Small
Faces, Georgie Fame ot The Roulettes and some covers from english or french hidden hits.
In these ten years they have been leaving some another lost song by several essential compilations and two CD-EP's
published by Flor y Nata Records, "Escucha" and "Octubre" with really hits like "Sha la la, fin de semana" whose
videoclip made in the streets of Tarragona has been able to see in a lot of TV channels and with that they have
reached his maximum level of popularity.

LOS GLOSTERS’S FIRST COMPLETE CD IN FLOR Y NATA
Faithfuls to their style, but every day better, have reunited a collection of 16 songs in which they have returned to
count on collaborations of true luxury, Igu from The Allnighters in "LA BOITE" that is the one that gives to title to
disc, the one of Alex Diaz "Cooper" in "Modesty Blaise" that in addition is first in which Héctor Mir (keyboards) dares
to compose lyrics and already known Ricky Gil in "Juego a tres", Juan De Pablos (RNE Radio 3) in "No, no, no",
Gabi Alegret en “Sin ti” and Miqui Puig in "El Malo".

THE “NASTIC SONG” ONLY AT THE FIRST EDITION
The miniskirt, vespas, the Seat 600 (a car), all icons of the 60’s, but Who do not have in house one of those vinyl EP's
from Fundador cognac? LOS GLOSTERS have composed him a song.... has done justice!
But it is not the only surprise of "LA BOÎTE", also includes songs looked for like "Mirame" that only was in compilation
"Sonidos de la Costa Este" or "A Veces" only included in "Tentaciones Indies" or very asked "Nastic de Tarragona"
that dedicated to their favorite football team agreeing with their ascent to 1st division, that has become everything a
hymn (something like “You never walk alone”) and in which it collaborated narrating a goal of them "granas" Enric
Pujol, head of sports of RNE in Tarragona. This song remained unpublished until now and track is included as a
bonus, but ONLY IN THE FIRST EDITION of the CD, as well as videoclip of "Sha la la, fin de semana". A complete
CD.... did not fit nothing else.

ON TOUR
The edition of "LA BOITE" will suppose to LOS GLOSTERS to leave them new to the highway showing its new
songs as they already made before in 1st Festival of Pop Culture of Madrid, the Tarraco 60's Mod Festival, the Tour
of AIE Artists in Route, the Technicolor Dream Project, October in route and some others.
LOS GLOSTERS are: Ramón Cuenca (voice), Puri Pedrola (bass), Carlos García (guitar & voices), Evan Dedes
(drums) & Hector Mir (hammond & voices).
Other records: CD EP “Escucha!” (Flor y Nata Records 2005) ¡ CD Compilation “Sonidos de la Costa Este” (PSM
Music 2005) ¡ CD EP “Octubre” (Flor y Nata Records 2006) ¡ CD Compilation “Tentaciones Indies” (PSM Music 2006)
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